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ww xxLet R be an associative ring with unit element, let R t be the additive
group of formal power series in one indeterminate with coefficients in R.
ww xxIn this paper, we determine all possible multiplications m on R t , which
are distributive and satisfy other reasonable conditions.
ww xxTo each multiplication m on R t we associate an element of E , the set
 .of sequences M s M , M , M , . . . , where each M is an endomorphism0 1 2 i
 .  .of the additive group of R, with M 1 s 1, M 1 s 0 for all i G 1. This0 i
canonical correspondence is a bijection. The sequences corresponding to
associative multiplications are fully characterized and are called the twistors
of R. We give a method for constructing twistors and we show that
sequences of iterated derivations of R are twistors, but not every twistor is
of this type. Moreover, we show that there is a non-trivial twistor if and
only if R has a non-zero derivation.
ww xxTwistors may be lifted to endomorphisms of the additive group of R t .
We determine the behaviours of the lifting with respect to multiplications.
An interesting feature is the possibility of endowing the set E* of
 .sequences E s E , E , E , . . . g E , where E is an automorphism of the0 1 2 0
additive group of R with an operation =, making E* into a group; the
 .sequences with E s id constitute an abelian subgroup of E*, = . The0 R
operation = is transferred to an operation between multiplications on
ww xxR t ; thus we obtain a group and an abelian subgroup, whose elements
are operations.
In the last part of the paper, we consider operations on the additive
 ..group R t of Laurent series, satisfying reasonable conditions. Their
ww xx  .restrictions to R t are operations with the required properties . We
show that the restriction mapping is bijective.
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Next, we investigate the associative condition. The main theorem, which
requires a fairly long and laborious proof, asserts that the unique exten-
 .. ww xxsion to R t of every associative operation on R t is again an associa-
 ..tive operation on R t .
  .. .If R is assumed to be a skewfield, then R t , q, m is a skewfield, for
 ..all associative operations m on R t .
In this way we have a systematic method for constructing skewfield
 ..structures on R t . Namely, they are obtained by means of the associa-
 ..tive multiplications on R t , which are in turn the unique extensions of
ww xxassociative multiplications on R t . These may be systematically described
by the method indicated previously. The only multiplication is untwisted
 .i.e., associated to the trivial twistor if and only if the only derivation of R
is the zero derivation.
w xIn his thesis, Schroder Sch also gave methods of construction ofÈ
 .skewfields of Laurent series as well as of series of Hahn type . Twistors
were also considered}but in a somewhat more restricted situation.
Schroder showed how iterated derivations of the skewfield of coefficientsÈ
gave rise to twistors. However, in contrast to the present paper, even in his
more limited framework, Schroder did not consider associative operationsÈ
on Taylor series and, a fortiori, he could not investigate the question of
extension of an operation from Taylor series to Laurent series. Nor did
Schroder indicate a systematic method of construction of twistors.È
Nevertheless, Schroder's paper addresses other questions}like the exis-È
tence of compatible orders on skewfields of Laurent series, as well as the
method of Neumann for construction of skewfields, using factor systems. It
is altogether an important thesis and we plan, in a forthcoming paper, to
continue our own investigations, in a direction which will run along
Schroder's, but in a more general context.È
NOTATIONS
 . R, q, ? s an associative ring with unit element not assumed to be
.commutative .
 .R, q s the additive group of R.
 .  .End R, q s the ring of endomorphisms of R, q , with pointwise
addition and composition (.
 .  .Aut R, q s the group of automorphisms of R, q , with respect to the
operation of composition.
 .   . <  . 4End R, q s E g End R, q E 1 s 1 .1
 .  .  .Aut R, q s Aut R, q l End R, q .1 1
 .E s the set of all sequences E s E , E , E , . . . , where each E g0 1 2 i
 .  .  .End R, q . Moreover, E 1 s 1, E 1 s 0 for i G 1.0 i
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 <  .4E* s E g E E g Aut R, q .0 1
U  < 4E s E g E E s id .id 0 RRU  < 4  .E s E g E E s A , where A g Aut R, q .A 0 1
 .  .End R, q : E with the embedding E ª E, 0, 0, . . . .1
N  .Let R s set of all sequences A s a , a , . . . ; with pointwise addition,0 1
it is an abelian additive group.
 . NSo each element A s a , a , a , . . . of R may be identified with the0 1 2
n N ww xxformal power series  a t and instead of R we write R t .nG 0 n
 ..The additive group R t of Laurent series is obtained with similar
identification, in the usual way.
n  ..The order of a power series A s a t g R t is n if a / 0 butn 0 n0
a s 0 for every n - n . The order of the power series 0 is `. The order ofn 0
 .A is denoted by ord A .
THE MULTIPLICATIONS
ww xx ww xx ww xxWe shall consider binary operations m: R t = R t ª R t satisfy-
 ww xx .ing the following conditions for A, A9, A0 g R t , a, b g R, m, n, G 0 :
w x  .m1 Distributive property: Am A9 q A0 s Am A9 q Am A0 ,
 .A q A9 m A0 s Am A0 q A9m A0.
w x  n. nm2 am bt s abt .
w x n m ny1  m.m3 at mbt s at m tmbt .
w x m n mqnm4 at m t s at .
w x  .m5 ord tma G 1.
 ww xx.Let M s M R t denote the set of multiplications m defined above.
It follows easily that if m g M then tm1 s t, t nm t m s t nqm, and for any
 .  .  .power series A, A9, 1m A s Am1 s A, ord Am A9 G ord A q ord A9 .
Let m g M , let M : R ª R be defined bym , i
`
m i mt ma s M a t t . . m , i /
is0
 .For simplicity, write M s M for i G 0. Clearly M g End R, q ,1, i i m , i
 .  .M 1 s 1, M 1 s 0 for i ) 0.m , 0 m , i
( )1.1 For e¨ery m G 1, i G 0,
<M s M ( M ( ??? ( M each i G 0, i q ??? qi s i . 4m , i i i i j 1 m1 2 m
w xProof. This follows from m3 by induction.
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The Canonical Map D
We define D: M ª E as
D m s M s M , M , M , . . . , .  .0 1 2
where
tma s M a t i t . . i /
iG0
 .  .  .As remarked, M g End R, q , M 1 s 1, M 1 s 0 for i ) 0, so M g E.i 0 i
( )1.2 D is a bijection.
Proof. If m, n g M and tma s tn a for every a g R, then it follows from
ww xxthe properties of M that necessarily Am A9 s An A9 for all A, A9 g R t .
This shows that D is injective.
 .  n. nNow, given M s M , M , M , . . . g E , we define am bt s abt ,0 1 2
 .  n.   . i. nq1  m.  n. my 1at m bt s  aM b t t , and for m ) 1, at m bt s atiG 0 i
 n. my 1   . i. nq1m tmbt s at m  M b t t . There is a unique way to extend miG 0 i
ww xxto a binary operation, still denoted by m, on R t , such that m g M ;
 .clearly D m s M.
 .  .If E g End R, q , E, 0, 0, . . . g E corresponds the multiplication m1
 . m m . msuch that tma s E a t, more generally t ma s E a t for m G 2. If
E s id , the corresponding multiplication m is such that tm a s at. ThenR 0 0
ww xx  .R t endowed with m is a commutative ring if and only if R is a0
commutative ring.
We shall now consider an operation on the set E , derived from the
 .composition of endomorphisms of R, q .
 .The Monoid E , (
 .If M, N g E , we define M(N s P s P by lettingi iG 0
P s M ( N g End R , q , for every i G 0. .i j k
jqksi
Note that
P 1 s 1, P 1 s 0 for i G 1, so P g E . .  .0 i
 .The operation ( is associative and if I s id , 0, 0, . . . , then M(I sR
 .I(M s M. So E , ( is a monoid, containing the submonoid
  . .  <  .4End R, q , ( . It is easy to see that E* s M g E M g Aut R, q is1 0 1
 .the group of invertible elements of E , ( .
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U  .  U .  .E is a normal subgroup of E*, E*, ( r E , ( s Aut R, q . Forid id 1R R
 .  . U Ueach A g Aut R, q , identifying A with A, 0, 0, . . . , E s A( E s1 A id R
EU ( A.id R
2. THE ASSOCIATIVE MULTIPLICATIONS
 ww xx.Let A s A R t be the set of all m g M satisfying the following
condition:
w x m  n p.  m n. p  .m6 at m bt mct s at mbt mct for m, n, p G 0, a, b, c g R
 .  . ww xxor equivalently, Am A9m A0 s Am A9 m A0 for all A, A9, A0 g R t . In
 .  .particular, tm bc s tmb mc.
To begin, we note:
( )2.1 Let m g M. The following conditions are equi¨ alent.
 .1 m is associative.
 .  .  .2 tm ab s tma mb for all a, b g R.
 .  .Proof. It is clear that condition 1 implies 2 ; we show the converse.
 m .  m.We show that tm at mb s tmat mb for m G 0. By hypothesis, it is
true for m s 0 and we proceed by induction on m. We have
m my1tm at mb s tm at m tmb .  .
my 1 iq1s tm at m M b t . i /
iG0
my 1 iq1s tm at mM b t . i
iG0
my 1 iq1s tmat mM b t . i
iG0
my 1s tmat m tmb .
iqms M a t m tmb .  . i
iG0
iqmq1 ms M a t mb s tmat mb. .  . i
iG0
We continue by induction on n G 1 to show that
t nm at mmb s t nmat m mb. .  .
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Indeed,
n m ny1 mt m at mb s t m tm at mb .  .
ny1 ms t m tmat mb .
ny1 iqmq1s t m M a t mb . i /
iG0
ny1 iqmq1s t m M a t mb . i
iG0
ny1 iqmq1s t mM a t mb . i
iG0
ny1 ms t m tmat mb .
m ms t mat mb. .
We shall determine the image of A by the bijection D: M ª E. Let
 <  .4  .T s M g E M satisfies ) , where ) is the following property: If
a, b g R then
M ab s M a M b . ) .  .  .  .i j jq1, k
jqksi
Each M g T is called a twistor of R.
For example,
M ab s M a M b , hence M g End R , q, ? ; .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
M ab s M a M b q M a M 2 b ; .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 1 0
M ab s M a M b q M a M b q M a M b .  .  .  .  .  .  .2 0 1, 2 1 2, 1 2 3, 0
s M a M b q M a M M b .  .  .  .0 2 1 0 1
qM a M M b q M a M 3 b .  .  .  .1 1 0 2 0
M ab s M a M b q M a M b .  .  .  .  .3 0 1, 3 1 2, 2
qM a M b q M a M b .  .  .  .2 3, 1 3 4, 0
s M a M b q M a M M b q M a M 2 b .  .  .  .  .  .0 3 1 0 2 1 1
qM a M M b q M a M M 2 b .  .  .  .1 2 0 2 1 0
qM a M 2M b q M a M M M b .  .  .  .2 0 1 2 0 1 0
q M a M 4 b . .  .3 0
( )  .2.2 D A s T.
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 .Proof. Let m g M , a, b g R, let M s D m . We have
tm ab s M ab t iq1 , .  . i
iG0
while
tma mb s M a t iq1 mb s M a M b t j t iq1 .  .  .  .  i i iq1, j /  /
iG0 iG0 jG0
s M a M b t kq1. .  .  i iq1, j /
kG0 iqjsk
 .Hence by 2.1 , m g A if and only if
M ab s M a M b .  .  .k i iq1, j
iqjsk
for all k G 0.
Let
T * s T l E*
T U s T l EUid idR R
 .For each A g Aut R, q, ? , let
T U s T l EU .A A
We note that A( T U s T U for every A.id AR
Now we give examples of twistors.
 .Let D: R ª R be a first order deri¨ ation of R, that is,
D g End R , q , D 1 s 0, .  .
and
D ab s aD b q D a b , for all a, b g R . .  .  .
 2 3 . 2 3Let D s id , D, D , D , . . . , where D s D( D, D s D( D( D, . . . .R
U  < 4 ULet I s D D is a derivation of R . So each D g I is a sequence ofid idR R
iterated derivations of R.
( ) U U2.3 I : T .id idR R
 .  .  .  .Proof. By hypothesis D ab s aD b q D a b, so ) is satisfied by D.
 . 2 kAssume that ) holds for D, D , . . . , D .
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i  .We also write D s D for i G 0 . Theni
Dkq1 ab s D Di a D b .  .  . iq1, j /
iqjsk
i iq1s D a D D b q D a D b .  .  .  . . iq1, j iq1, j
iqjsk
i jq1 iq1 js n D a D b q n D a D b , .  .  .  . iq1, j iq1, j
iqjsk
 .where n is the number of m-tuples l , . . . , l such that 0 F l , . . . , lm , l 1 m 1 m
l q m y 1 .and l q ??? ql s l. As is well known, n s . Hence the above1 m m , l l
expression is equal to
k ki jq1 iq1 jD a D b q D a D b .  .  .  .  /  /j j
iqjsk
k kq1yl ls D a D b .  .  /l y 11FlFkq1
k kq1ym mq D a D b .  .  /m
0FmFk
k q 1kq1 kq1yj j kq1s D a b q D a D b q aD b . .  .  .  .  /j
1FjFk
kq1  .Thus D satisfies ) also.
3. THE CONSTRUCTION OF TWISTORS
We shall indicate a method for constructing twistors.
 .To begin, we need to establish a formula. Let M s M , M , M , . . . g0 1 2
E ; we recall that if h G 1, i G 0, then
M s M ( M ( ??? ( M .h , i i i i1 2 h
i q ??? qi si1 h
( )3.1 Assume that M is a twistor of R and a , a , . . . , a g R, h G 1,1 2 n
 .  .  .k G 0. Then M a ??? a s  M a M a ???h, k 1 n k q? ? ?qk sk h, k 1 hqk , k 21 n 1 1 2
 .M a .hqk q? ? ?qk , k n1 ny1 n
Proof. For n s 1, it is trivial. Suppose that n s 2. If h s 1, the
 .  .  .formula becomes M a a s  M a M a , which is true,k 1 2 k qk sk k 1 k q1, k 21 2 1 1 2
by hypothesis.
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We proceed by induction on h:
M a a s M ( M a a .  .h , k 1 2 j hy1, kyj 1 2 /
jG0
s M M a M a .  . j hy1, l 1 hy1ql , kyjyl 2 /
jG0 lG0
s M M a M M a .  . .  .   m hy1, l 1 mq1, jym hy1ql , kyjyl 2
jG0 lG0 mG0
s M a M M a .  . .  h , lqm 1 mq1, jym hq1ql , kyjyl 2
lG0 mG0 jG0
s M a M a .  .  h , lqm 1 hqlqm , kylym 2
lG0 mG0
s M a M a . .  . h , k 1 hqk , k 21 1 2
k qk sk1 2
This proves the formula for n s 2. We proceed by induction on n.
Let b s a ??? a , c s a . Then1 ny1 n
M a ??? a .h , k 1 n
s M bc s M b M c .  .  .h , k h , j hqj , kyj
jG0
s M a M a ??? .  .  h , j 1 hqj , j 21 1 2
jG0 j q ??? qj sj1 ny1
= M a M a .  .hq j q? ? ?qj , j ny1 hqj , kyj n1 ny2 ny1
s M a M a ??? .  . h , j 1 hqj , j 21 1 2
j q ??? qj sk1 n
= M a M a .  .hq j q? ? ?qj , j ny1 hqj q? ? ?qj , j n1 ny2 ny1 1 ny1 n
and this proves the formula.
Now we are ready to indicate a method for constructing twistors of any
associative ring R. Let R be the prime subring of R, so R s Z or0 0
 .R s ZrnZ for some integer n G 2 .0
 .First Case. R s R X , the free associative ring with indeter-0 i ig I
 .minates X for i g I . The elements of R are sums of monomialsi
r X X ??? X .0 i i i1 2 n
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Let M : R ª R be the identity mapping. We assume that M , . . . ,0 1
 .M : R ª R have already been defined and satisfy the condition ) of aky1
 .  .twistor. We shall define M : R ª R also satisfying ) . Let y be anyk i ig I
 .  . family of elements of R, let M r X s r y for any r g R . Define fork 0 i 0 i 0 0
.n G 2
M r X ??? X .k 0 i i1 n
s r M X M X ??? M X , .  .  .0 1, k i 1qk , k i 1q? ? ?qk , k i1 1 1 2 2 ny1 n n
k q ??? qk sk1 n
0Fk , . . . , k1 n
We extend M additively to a map from R to R; this is possible sincek
 :R s R X is a free associative ring.ig I0 i
In order to show that
M ab s M a M b .  .  .k i iq1, j
iqjsk
for all a, b g R, it suffices to prove it for monomials a s X ??? X ,i i1 m
b s X ??? X . We havej j1 n
M X ??? X X ??? X .k i i j j1 m 1 n
s M X ??? M X .  . 1, k i 1qk q? ? ?qk , k i1 1 1 my1 m m
k q ??? qk ql q ??? ql sk1 m 1 n
= M X M X ??? .  .1qk q? ? ?qk , l j 1qk q? ? ?qk ql , l j1 m 1 1 1 m 1 2 2
= M X . .1qk q? ? ?qk ql q? ? ?ql , l j1 m 1 ny1 n n
 .Using 3.1 , the above sum is equal to
M X ??? M X .  .   1, k i 1qk q? ? ?qk , k i1 1 1 my1 m m
iqjsk k q ??? qk si l q ??? ql sj1 m 1 n
=M X ??? M X .  .1qk q? ? ?qk , l j 1qk q? ? ?qk ql q? ? ?ql , l j1 m 1 1 1 m 1 ny1 n n /
s M X ??? X M X ??? X . .  . i i i iq1, j j j1 m 1 n
iqjsk
 :General Case. In general, R s R X rJ, where J is a two-sidedig I0 i
Ä :ideal of R X s R. We define M : R ª R to be the identity map-ig I0 i 0
ping of R.
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ÄWe now make the following assumption. There exist mappings M ,1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .M , . . . : R ª R such that M s id , M , M , . . . is a twistor of R and alsoÄ2 R 1 2
Ä  .M J : J for every k G 1. This allows one to define induced mappingsk
Ä Ä .  .M : R ª R, by letting M a mod J s M a mod J, for all a g R. It isÄ Ä Äk k k
 .obvious that M s id , M , M , . . . is a twistor of R.R 1 2
 .It should be stressed that it may well occur that id , 0, 0, . . . is the onlyR
twistor of R; this twistor is said to be tri¨ ial.
We could develop similar considerations for the determination of twistors
of commutative associative rings.
( )3.2 The following conditions on the ring R are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 R has a twistor M s id , M , M , . . . different from the tri¨ ialR 1 2
twistor.
 .2 R has a non-tri¨ ial deri¨ ation.
Proof. 1 « 2. Assume that M is a non-trivial twistor. Let k G 1 be the
 .  .  .smallest index such that M / 0. Then M ab s aM b q M a b, sincek k k k
 .M a s 0 for 1 F i F k y 1. Thus M is a non-trivial derivation of R.i k
 .2 « 1. As was shown in 2.3 , if D is a non-trivial derivation of R, then
2 .D s id , D, D , . . . is a non-trivial twistor.R
w xFor example, if R s Z a , where a g C, the ring R has a non-trivial
derivation if and only if a is a transcendental number. Thus only in this
case, R has a non-trivial twistor.
If D is any first-order derivation of the ring R, then
id , D , D2 , D3 , . . . , id , 0, D , 0, D2 , 0, D3 , 0, . . . .  .R R
 . 2and more generally, E s id , E , E , E , . . . with E s D, E s D , . . . ,R 1 2 3 n 2 n
and zero elsewhere, are twistors.
w xWe show that for the ring R s Z X , for example, there are twistors
which are not of the above type.
In the construction of a twistor M, we may choose M to be the1
 .  .  .zero-mapping, and choose M / 0. We have M fg s fM g q M f g2 2 2 2
for all f , g g R.
Again choosing M s 0, we have3
M fg s fM g q M f M g q M f g .  .  .  .  .4 4 2 3, 2 4
s fM g q 3M f M g q M f g . .  .  .  .4 2 2 4
On the other hand,
M 2 fg s fM 2 g q 2 M f M g q M 2 f g . .  .  .  .  .2 2 2 2 2
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If M s M 2 then necessarily4 2
w xM f M g s 0 for every f , g g R s Z X ; .  .2 2
thus M s 0, contrary to the hypothesis.2
It is worthwhile to compare twistors of R with higher-order derivations
of R.
 w x w x.We recall see Ri1 , Ri2 , that a higher-order derivation of R is a
 .sequence D s D , D , D , . . . g E such that the condition0 1 2
D ab s D a D b )) .  .  .  .k i j
iqjsk
is satisfied for all k G 0, a, b g R.
 .  .  .In particular, D ab s D a D b so D is an endomorphism of the0 0 0 0
ring R. Similarly,
D ab s D a D b q D a D b . .  .  .  .  .1 0 1 1 0
 .Thus, if D s id , then D is a first-order derivation of R.0 R 1
Let D be the set of all higher-order derivations from R to R. Let
D* s D g D N D g Aut R , q, ? , 4 .0
U <D s D g D D s id . 4id 0 RR
 .  .With the operation of composition, D, ( is a submonoid of E , ( , as
 .  .may be easily verified. Moreover, D*, ( is a subgroup of E*, ( and
 U .  U .D , ( is a subgroup of E , ( .id idR R
Remark. If R is a reduced ring of characteristic 0, then T U l DU sid idR R
 4  . U Uid . Indeed, let M s id , M , M , . . . g T l D . Assume that i ) 0R R 1 2 id idR R
 .is the smallest index such that M / 0; let a g R be such that M a / 0.i i
Since M g DU , thenid R
22M a s aM a q M a q M a a; .  .  .  .2 i 2 i i 2 i
since M g T U , thenid R
M a2 s aM a q M a M a q M a a .  .  .  .  .2 i 2 i i iq1, i 2 i
2s aM a q i q 1 M a q M a a. .  .  .  .2 i i 2 i
 .2Comparing, it follows that iM a s 0. Since R is a reduced ring ofi
characteristic 0, i ) 0, this is absurd.
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 ww xx .4. THE LIFTING TO End R t , q
Let M g E.
We define the lifting of M as
w x w xLM: R t ª R t ,
given by
LM a t k s M a t i. .  .  k j k /  /
kG0 iG0 jqksi
In particular,
LM a s M a t i. .  .  . i
iG0
We have
LM 1 s 1; .  .
ww xxfor each A g R t and n G 0,
LM At n s LM A t n . .  .  .  .
In particular,
LM t s t . .  .
ww xxMoreover, if A, A9 g R t , then
LM A q A9 s LM A q LM A9 . .  .  .  .  .  .
 ww xx .  ww xx .Let E s End R t , q be the set of all endomorphisms w of R t , qt t
 .  . n  n. ww xxsuch that w 1 s 1, w A t s w At for all A g R t , n G 0.
( )  ww xx .4.1 L: E ª End R t , q is a bijection.t
Proof. If M, N g E , M / N, there exists the smallest i G 0 such that
 .  .  . .  . .M / N . Let a g R be such that M a / N a ; then LM a / LN a .i i i i
 ww xx .Conversely, let w g End R t , q , so for every a g R and i G 0, theret
 . iexists an element a g R such that w a s  a t . Let M : R ª Ri iG 0 i i
 .  .be defined by M a s a for every a g R. So M g End R, q ; sincei i i
 .  .  .  .w 1 s 1, then M 1 s 1, M 1 s 0 for i ) 0, so M s M g E and0 i i iG 0
 . .  .LM a s w a for every a g R.
` i  .Now we show that LM s w. Suppose that A s  a t , LMis0 i
 ` i. ` i  ` i. ` i a t s  b t , and w  a t s  c t . First we show that b sis0 i is0 i is0 i is0 i 0
 . .  . .  . .  . .c . Indeed LM A s LM a q A9t s LM a q LM A9 t s0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  .M a q Bt and similarly w a s w a q A9t s w a q w A9 t s0 0 0 0
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 . ww xxM a q Ct, A9, B, C g R t . Now, if n is the smallest index such that0 0
 . ny1 i. ny1 . . i ny1  . ib / c . Then LM  a t s  LM a t s  w a t sn n is0 i is0 i is0 i
 ny1 i. ny1 i n  . .w  a t . Therefore if we let A s  a t q A t and LM A sis0 i is0 i n n
` X i  . ` X i  . . n  . n.  . b t , w A s  c t , then LM A t s LM A t s LM Ais0 i n is0 i n n
ny1 i. ` i  . ny1 i.  . ny  a t s  b t y LM  a t and similarly w A t sis0 i is0 i is0 i n
` i  ny1 i. c t y w  a t . Since b s c , . . . , b s c , and b / c , thenis0 i is0 i 0 0 ny1 ny1 n n
X Xb / c , but this was already shown to be impossible. Thus LM s w.0 0
( )  .4.2 L id s id andR Rww t xx
L M(N s LM ( LN , for all M, N g E ; .  .  .
hence
w xL : E* ª Aut R t , q .t
 .is an isomorphism from the group E*, ( onto the group of automorphisms w
 ww xx .  .  . n  .of R t , q such that w 1 s 1, w A t for all A, n .
Proof.
L M(N a t i s M(N a t i .  .  . . j  i k /  /
iG0 iG0 jqksi
is M ( N a t .  .   l m k
iG0 jqksi lqmsj
s M ( N a t i. .  l m k /
iG0 lqmqksi
On the other hand
LM ( LN a t j .  .  j /
jG0
s LM N a t j .  .  m k / /
jG0 mqksj
s M N a t i .   l m k /
iG0 mqksj lqjsi
and we obtain the required equality.
The last assertion follows at once.
Now we shall investigate the behaviour of the lifting with respect to the
multiplications.
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 .  ww xx .Let m g M and M s D m g E. Let E s End R t , q be the set ofm m
 .  .  .all w g E such that w Am A9 s w A mw A9 . Equivalently, E is the sett m
 ww xx .  .of all endomorphisms w of the ring R t , q, m such that w t s t.
We shall require the following notion.
If N, M g E , N is an M-twisted deri¨ ation when the following property is
satisfied for every i G 0, a, b g R:
N ab s N a M N b . .  .  . . i j j , l m
jqksi lqmsk
 .If M s id , 0, 0, . . . , then an M-twisted derivation N is just a higher-R
order derivation,
N ab s N a N b , .  .  .i j k
jqksi
for all i G 0, a, b g R.
We observe also that M is an M-twisted derivation if and only if M is a
twistor of R}this follows at once from the definition.
( )4.3 If M, N g E* and M(N s N(M, then
N ( M s M ( N , for all k , l G 1. j l , i l , i j
iqjsk iqjsk
Proof. For l s 1 this is true by definition. We assume that it is true for
l y 1 G 1.
N M s N M M  j l , i j i ly1, i1 2 /
iqjsk iqjsk i qi si1 2
s N M M  j i ly1, i1 2 /
i qj sk jqi sj2 1 1 1
s M N M  i j ly1, i1 2 /
i qj sk jqi sj2 1 1 1
s M N M i j ly1, i1 2 /
i qj sk jqi sj1 2 2 2
s M M N i ly1, i j1 2 /
i qj sk jqi sj1 2 2 2
s M N . l , i j
iqjsk
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( )  .4.4 Let m g M , M, N g E with D m s M. The following conditions are
equi¨ alent.
 .1 N g E .m
 .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .2 LN ab s LN a m LN b and LN tma s tm LN a , for
all a, b g R.
 .3 M(N s N(M and N is an M-twisted deri¨ ation.
Proof. 1 « 2. This is trivial.
2 « 3. We assume that
LN tma s LN t m LN a s tm LN a .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
and also
LN ab s LN a m LN b , for all a, b g R . .  .  .  .  .  .
Computing we have
LN tma s LN M a t iq1 s N M a t iq1 .  .  .  .  .  i k j /  /
iG0 iG0 kqjsi
tm LN a s tm N a t k s M N a t iq1. .  .  .  .  k j k /  /
kG0 iG0 jqksi
Since this holds for every i G 0 and a g R, then we obtain N(M s M(N.
Again,
LN ab s N ab t i , .  .  . i
iG0
while
LN a m LN b s N a t j m N b t k .  .  .  .  .  . j k / /
jG0 kG0
s N a M N b t jq lqk .  .  j j , l k /
jG0 kG0 lG0
s N a M N b t i. .  . .  j j , l k /
iG0 jqmsi lqksm
This shows the N is an M-twisted derivation.
3 « 2. Suppose that M(N s N(M and the N is an M-twisted deriva-
 . .  . .  . .tion. The above calculation shows that LN tma s LN t m LN a s
 . .  . .  . .  . .tm LN a and LN ab s LN a m LN b for all a, b g R.
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2 « 1. We shall prove that
l m l mLN at m bt s LN at m LN bt ; .  .  .  .  .  .  .
 . .  . .  . .by distributivity it follows that LN Am A9 s LN A m LN A9 for all
ww xx  .A, A9 g R t , thus LN g E .m
We compute
l mLN at m bt .  .  .
nqmqls LN a M b t .  . l , n
nG0
s N aM b t nqmql . .  i l , r
nG0 iqrsn
s N a M N M b t nqmql .  .   j j , u s l , r /
nG0 iqrsn jqksi uqssk
s N a M N M b t nqmql . .  .  j j , u s l , r /
nG0 jqkqrsn uqssk
On the other hand,
LN at l m LN bt m s N a t jq l m N b t kqm .  .  .  .  .  . j k / /
jG0 kG0
s N a M N b t jqkqnqlqm . .  . .   j jql , n k
jG0 kG0 nG0
 .Applying 4.3 , we see that the two sums are equal and this concludes
the proof.
 .As a special case, if m s m the ordinary multiplication , then LN g E0 m 0
 w x.if and only if N is a higher-order derivation as was indicated in Ri2 .
Here is a corollary:
( )  .4.5 Let m g M , M s D m . Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M g E ,m
 .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .2 LM ab s LM a m LM b and LM tma s tm LM a
for all a, b g R.
 .3 M is a twistor of R.
 .Proof. This follows at once from 4.4 , noting that M is an M-twisted
derivation if and only if M g T.
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5. THE OPERATION ON E*
In this section we introduce an operation between multiplications in
M *, or correspondingly between sequences of endomorphisms in E*.
The Operation on EUidR
Let
M s id , M , M , . . . g EU , .R 1 2 id R
N s id , N , N , . . . g EU . .R 1 2 id R
We consider words W s L ( L ( ??? ( L on M, N, where1 2 r
 .  .1 each L is equal to some M or some N for j G 1 ;i j j
 .  . 2 if 1 F i F r y 1 and L s M for j G 1 , then L s N fori j iq1 k
.some k G 1 ;
 .  .3 if 1 F i F r y 1 and L s N for some j G 1 then L s Mi j iq1 k
 .for some k G 1 .
If W s M N M N ??? or N M N M ??? , its weight is i q i qi i i i i i i i 1 21 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
 .i q ??? . Let W s W M, N be the set of words of weight i defined above.3 i i
Let P be the sum of all words on M, N having weight i. Thusi
P s id0 R
P s M q N g End R , q .1 1 1
P s M q M ( N q N ( M q N g End R , q , .2 2 1 1 1 1 2
etc.
 .Also, P 1 s 0 for i G 1, soi
P s P g EU . .i idiG0 R
By definition
M = N s P
and we have a binary operation on EU .id R
We can also explain the definition of P by the following rule. Let X, Yi
 . ibe two non-commuting indeterminates, form the power X q Y as the
sum of monomials in X, Y, replace X j by M and Y k by N ; this gives Pj k i
as defined above.
( )  U .5.1 E , = is an abelian group.id R
Proof. Clearly, I = M s M = I s M for all M g EU .id R
By definition, it is obvious that M = N s N = M.
Associative property: let M, N, P g EU and let M = N s L, N = P s K.id R
We show that L = P s M = K.
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For each i G 1 the set of words of weight i on L, P is equal to the set of
words of weight i on M, N, P without successive factors belonging to the
 4  4  4.same sequence: M , M , . . . or N , N , . . . or P , P , . . . . But this is1 2 1 2 1 2
also the set of allowed words on M and K of weight i. This proves the
associativity.
U  .The inverse of each M g E is N s id , N , N , . . . , where N isid R 1 2 iR
defined inductively. First, M q N s 0 so N s yM . Next we observe1 1 1 1
 .that M = N s N q a sum of words on M , . . . , M and N , . . . , N .i i 1 i 1 iy1
With N , . . . , N already determined by induction, an expression for N1 iy1 i
 .follows from M = N s 0.i
For example,
M q N s 0 « N s yM ,1 1 1 1
M q M N q N M q N s 0 « N s yM q 2 M 2 ,2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
M q M N q M N M q M N q N q N M q N M N q N M s 03 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 2 1
« N s yM q M M q M 3 q M M y 2 M 33 3 2 1 1 1 2 1
q M M y M 3 q M M y 2 M 31 2 1 2 1 1
« N s yM q 2 M M q 2 M M y 4M 3 ,3 3 2 1 1 2 1
etc.
The Operation = on E*
U U  .Let M g E , N g E so M , N g Aut R, q ; letM N 0 0 10 0
M9 s My1 (M s id , My1 ( M , My1 ( M , . . . , .0 R 0 1 0 2
N9 s Ny1 (N s id , Ny1 ( N , Ny1 ( N , . . . .0 R 0 1 0 2
so M9, N9 g EU , hence M9 = N9 g EU .id idR R
We define
M = N s M ( N ( M9 q N9 g EU : E*. .1 0 M ( N0 0
U  .  .Note that since M9 = N9 g E then M = N s M N and M = N 9 sid 0 0 0R
M9 = N9.
( )  .  U .  .5.2 E*, = is a group and E , = is a normal subgroup, E*, = rid R
 U .  .E , = s Aut R, q .id 1R
Proof. It is easy to see that I = M s M = I s M.
Associativity: the verification is straightforward.
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The inverse of M: let M s M (M9, M9 g EU , let N9 g EU be such0 id idR R
that M9 = N9 s N9 = M9 s I.
With N s My1 (N9 we have0
M = N s N = M s I.
U  .It is clear that E is a subgroup of E*. The map « : E* ª Aut R, q ,id 1R
 ..defined by « M , M , . . . s M is a surjective group homomorphism0 1 0
U U  .with kernel E , hence E*rE : Aut R, q .id id 1R R
U  2 3 .Recall that I is the set of all D s id , D, D , D , . . . , where D is aid RR
 .derivation of R, q, ? .
( ) U U5.3 I is a subgroup of E .id idR R
 .Proof. Let D, E be first-order derivations of the ring R. Let P s
D = E. By the definition of P we have successively
P s D q E1
22 2P s D q DE q ED q E s D q E .2
P s D3 q D2E q ED2 q DED q E2D q EDE q DE2 q E33
3s D q E , .
etc.
Note that D q E is a derivation, hence P g I U .id R
Let D g I *, where D is a derivation of R, let E s yD, so E is a
U  .derivation and E g I . For each k G 1, D = E s  W sid k W g W D , E.R k
k i k k U .  . y1 D s 0. Thus D = E s I and this shows that I is a sub-is0 idi R
Ugroup of E .id R
We also show:
( ) U U5.4 If M, N g T and M = N s I, then M, N g I .id idR R
Proof. First we have N s yM . Let k ) 1 and assume that N s1 1 i
 . i iy1 M for i s 1, . . . , k y 1.1
 .Then 0 s M = N s M q N q S , where S is the sum of all wordsk k k k k
of weight k on M , M , . . . , M , N , N , . . . , N .1 2 ky1 1 2 ky1
k  .k kSo 0 s M q N y M y y1 M q  . Since this last sum isk k 1 1 W g W M , N.k
i k k k k k .  .  .equal to  y1 M s 0, then N s M q y1 M y M .i k 1 1 ki
For k even, we have N s 2 M k y M s M k, because M s M k. For kk 1 k 1 k 1
k k k .odd N s yM s yM s y1 M , concluding the proof.k k 1 1
It may be verified that the subsets T U and DU are not closed underid idR R
the operation =.
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The Operation = on M *
U U   ..We define the subsets M *, M , M of M for each A g Aut R, qid AR
as
M * s Dy1 E* , M U s Dy1 EU , M U s Dy1 EU . .  . .id id A AR R
Let
A* s A l M *
AU s A l M Uid idR R
AU s A l M UA A
GU s Dy1 I U . .id idR R
By means of the mapping Dy1, we define on M * the operation = as
 .  .  .follows: if m, n g M *, let m = n s l, where D l s D m = D n .
( )  .  U .5.5 M *, = is a group, M , = is an abelian subgroup, andid R
 U .G , = is a subgroup.id R
ww xx Thus, we have endowed the set of multiplications on R t satisfying
.the conditions indicated , with a natural structure of a group, having
 .neutral element m the ordinary multiplication .0
6. THE CONSTRUCTION OF SKEWFIELDS
 ..Let R be a ring, let R t be the set of Laurent series with coefficients
 ..in R. With the usual operation of addition, R t is an abelian group,
ww xxcontaining R t as a subgroup.
 ..We shall consider binary operations m on R t satisfying the following
 ..conditions, for all A, A9, A0 g R t , a, b g R:
 .m1 Distributive property:
Am A9 q A0 s Am A9 q Am A0 , .
A q A9 m A0 s Am A0 q A9m A0 . .
 .  n. n  .m2 am bt s abt for all n g Z .
 . n m ny 1  m . y n m y nq 1m 3 at m bt s at m tm bt and at m bt s at m
 y1 m.t mbt , for n G 1, m g Z.
 . n m nqmm4 at m t s at for m, n g Z.
 .  .  y1 .m5 ord tma G 1, ord t ma G y1.
 .  y1 . y1  .m6 tm t ma s t m tma s a.
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  ...  .Let M R t be the set of such multiplications m. It follows from m5
ww xx  ww xx.that the restriction of m to R t is an operation m g M R t . We write
tma s M a t i t , . i /
iG0
ty1ma s M X a t i ty1 , . i /
iG0
X  .  . X  .  . X .where M , M g End R, q , M 1 s M 1 s 1, M 1 s M 1 s 0, fori i 0 0 i i
 .  X X X .i ) 0; thus M s M , M , M , . . . and M9 s M , M , M , . . . belong to0 1 2 0 1 2
 . X   ..  X  ..E. From m6 it follows that M M a s M M a s a for every a g R.0 0 0 0
X X X  . XSo M ( M s M ( M s id , hence M , M g Aut R, q, ? and M s0 0 0 0 R 0 0 0
My1.0
Similarly M X ( M q M X ( M s M ( M X q M ( M X s 0, so M X s0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
yMy1M My1, M X ( M q M X ( M q M X ( M s M ( M X q M ( M X q0 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 0 0 2 1 1
M ( M X s 0, so M X s yMy1 ( M ( My1 q My1 ( M ( My1 ( M ( My1,2 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 1 0
etc. Thus, the endomorphisms M X , M X , M X , . . . are uniquely defined by0 1 2
M , M , M , . . . .0 1 2
We consider the canonical mapping
D : M R t ª E = E , .  . . .
 . .  .  .  X Xnamely D m s M, M9 where M s M , M , M , . . . , M9 s M , M ,0 1 2 0 1
X .  . X XM , . . . . Its image is the set of M, M9 such that M M s M M s id2 0 0 0 0 R
and
M M X s M XM s 0 for k G 1. i j i j
iqjsk iqjsk
  ... XLet M * R t be the set of all multiplications m with M , M g0 0
 .   ...   ... U   ...Aut R, q ; then M * R t s M R t . Similarly, let M R t con-id R
sist of all the above m with M s M X s id . We have the commutative0 0 R
diagram




D 6 ww xx.M * R t E
where res denotes the restriction mapping. pr is the projection on the first1
factor.
( )6.1 The restriction mapping is a bijection.
Proof. First we show that the restriction is injective. It suffices to show
 .that pr ( D is injective. But this follows at once from the remark that M91
is completely determined by M.
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Proof that the restriction is surjecti¨ e. Let m s M be given. Let M9 s
 X X X .  .M , M , M , . . . be the sequence of endomorphisms of R, q defined0 1 2
recursively as was indicated. Put
aty1mbt n s aM X b t k t ny1 . i /
iG0
for any a, b g R, n g Z. Define by induction
atymmbt n s atymq1m ty1mbt n .
 ..and for any A, A9 g R t define Am A9 by distributivity. Clearly, m
 .  .  .  .  .satisfies the properties m1 , m2 , m4 , m5 , and m6 .
 .Proof of m3 . If n G 1, m g Z
at nmbt m s at nmb m t m .
ny1 ms at m tmb m t .
ny1 iq1 ms at m M b t m t . i /
iG0
ny1 iq1 ms at mM b t m t . i
iG0
iq jqn ms aM M b m t . .  ny1, j i
iG0 jG0
s aM M b t iq jqnqm . .  ny1, j i
iG0 jG0
s at ny1m tmbt m . .
Similarly,
atynmbt m s atynq1m ty1mbt m . .
  ..This shows that m g M * R t and since m is the restriction of m, then
the restriction mapping is surjective.
  ...   ...Let A* R t denote the set of all multiplications m g M * R t
satisfying the associative property:
 .  .  .m7 Am A9m A0 s Am A9 m A0 for all A, A9, A0.
U   ...   ... U   ...Let A R t s A* R t l M R t .id idR R
  ...  ww xx.The restriction of m g A* R t clearly belongs to A* R t .
We discuss the associativity.
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( )   ...   ...6.2 Let m g M * R t . Then m g A* R t if and only if the restric-
 .  ww xx.tion m s res m of m belongs to A* R t .
  ...  ww xx.Proof. It is clear that if m g A* R t , then m g A* R t .
 ww xx.  .  .  .We show the converse. Let m g A* R t . By 2.1 , tm bc s tmb mc
 y1 . y1  .for all b, c g R and also tm t ma s t m tma s a for all a g R.
We divide the proof into several parts.
 . y1  .  y1 .18 We show that t m bc s t mb mc for all b, c g R. It is equiva-
w y1 . x  y1 .lent to showing that bc s tm t mb mc , since bc s tm t mbc . For this
purpose, we express the right-hand side as a power series in t and show
that bc is the constant term, while the coefficient of t k is 0, for every
k G 1.
We have
Xy1 iy1tm t mb mc s tm M b t mc . .  i /
iG0
X iy1s tm M b t mc . i 5
iG0
X iy1s tm M b t mc . i
iG0
X Xy1s tm M b t mc q tm M b c .  . .0 1
X jq tm M b t mc . jq1
jG1
X X iy1s tm M b M c t .  .0 i 5
iG0
X X hqjq tm M b c q tm M b M c t .  .  . .  1 jq1 j , h
jG1 hG0
s M M X b M X c t iq j .  . .  j 0 1
iG0 jG0
q M M X b c t jq1 . . j 1
jG0
q M M X b M c t iqhqjq1 .  . .   i jq1 j , h
jG1 hG0 iG0




S k s M M X b M X c .  .  . . i 0 j
iqjsk
S9 k s M M X b M c . .  .  . . i hq1 h , j
iqjqhsky1
 .We evaluate these sums, taking into account the relation ) .
S k s M M X b M M X c .  .  . .  .  i 0 i q1, i j1 1 2
iqjsk i qi s11 2
s M M X b M M X c . .  . .  . i 0 iq1, j h
iqjqhsk
Similarly
S9 k s M M X b M M c .  .  . .  .  i hq1 i q1, i h , j1 1 2
iqjqhsky1 i qi si1 2
s M M X b M c . .  . . j hq1 jqhq1, i
iqjqhsky1
 .  .For each i , let S k; i s i be the partial sum of S k obtained with0 0
 .the summands for which i s i . Define S9 k; i s i in a similar way.0 0
First we note that
S k ; i s 0 s M M X b M M X c s 0 .  .  . .  . .0 0 j h
jqhsk
since  M M X s 0.jqhsk i h
Again
S k ; i s k q S9 k ; i s 0 .  .
X Xs M M a M M b .  . .  .k 0 kq1, 0 0
q M M X b M c .  . . j hq1 k , 0
jqhsky1
Xs M M b M c s 0. .  . . j h k , 0
jqhsk
For the continuation, we need to establish that
M M X s M for any i G 0. iq1, j j9 i , k
jqj9sk
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Indeed, we recall that
M s M M ??? M ;i , k k k k1 2 i
k q ??? qk sh1 i
hence
M M X s M ??? M M X  iq1, j j9 j j j91 iq1
jqj9sk jqj9sk j q ??? qj sj1 iq1
s M ??? M j j1 iq1
j q ??? qj sk1 iq1
q M ??? M M X ,  j j j1 iq1
jqj9sk j q ??? qj sj1 iq1
j9)0
s M q M ??? M M M X  i , k j j j j91 i iq1 /
hG1 j q ??? qj skyh j qj9sh1 i iq1
s M .i , k
 . We use the above equality to evaluate the sums S k; i s i q S9 k;0
.k y i .0
We have
S k ; i s i q S9 k ; k y i .  .0 0
s M M X b M M X c .  . .  .i 0 i q1, j h0 0
jqhskyi0
q M M X b M c .  . . j hq1 i , kyi0 0
jqhsi y10
s M M X b M c q M M X b M c .  .  .  . .  .i 0 i , kyi j hq1 i , kyi0 0 0 0 0
jqhsi y10
Xs M M b M c s 0. .  . j j9 i , kyij 0
jqj9si0
This shows that the coefficient of t k is indeed equal to 0.
 .28 To prove that m is associative, in view of the distributivity, it suffices
m  n .  m n.to show that at m bt mc s at mbt mc, for all a, b, c g R and m, n g Z.
 .  .  .It was already shown in 2.1 that if tm bc s tmb mc for b, c g R,
m  n .  m n.then also at m bt mc s at mbt mc for m G 1, n G 0.
It remains to consider the following three cases.
ym  n .  ym n.Case 1. Proof of t m bt mc s t mbt mc with m G 1, n G 0 in the
following 3 steps.
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 . y1  .  y1 .  .Proof of 1a . t m bc s t mb mc. This was established in 18 .
 . y1  n .  y1 n.Proof of 1b . t m bt mc s t mbt mc for n G 1. This is done by
induction:
y1 n y1 ny1t m bt mc s t m bt m tmc .  .
y1 ny1 iq1s t m bt m M c t . i
iG0
y1 ny1 iq1s t m bt mM c t . i
iG0
s ty1mbt ny1 mM c t iq1 . . i
iG0
s ty1mbt ny1 m tmc . .
X iqny2s M b t m tmc . .  . i
iG0
We note that i q n y 2 G y1 with i q n y 2 s y1 when i s 0, n s 1.
X  . y1  . X  .  X  . y1 .We have M b t m tmc s M b c s M b t m t mc; for all other0 0 0
X . iqny2  .  X . iqny2 .summands, i q n y 2 G 0, so M b t m tmc s M b t m t mc.i i
Hence, the above sum is equal to
M X b t iqny2m t mc . . i
iG0
s ty1mbt n mc. .
 . ym  n .  ym n.Proof of 1c . t m bt mc s t mbt mc for m G 2, n G 0. This is
again done by induction on m:
ym n ymq1 y1 nt m bt mc s t m t m bt mc .  .
ym q1 y1 ns t m t mbt mc .
Xymq1 iqny1s t m M b t mc . i 5
iG0
Xymq1 iqny1s t m M b t mc . i
iG0
Xymq1 iqny1s t mM b t mc . i
iG0
ym q1 y1 ns t m t mbt mc .
s tymmbt n mc. .
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ym  yn .  ym yn.Case 2. Proof of t m t mc s t mbt mc for m G 1, n G 1.
 . y1  y1 .  y1 y1.  .Proof of 2a . t m bt mc s t mbt mc. We have, using 1a ,
ty1m bty1mc s ty1m bM X c t iy1 . .  i /
iG0
Xy1 iy1s t mbM c t . i
iG0
Xy1 iy1s t mb mM c t . . i
iG0
s ty1mb m ty1mc .  .
X iy1 y1s M b t m t mc .  . i
iG0
s M X b t iy2 mc . i /
iG0
s ty1mbty1 mc. .
 . y1 yn .  y1 yn.Proof of 2b . t bt mc s t mbt mc. We have, by induction
on n,
y1 yn y1 ynq1 y1t m bt mc s t m bt m t mc .  .
Xy1 ynq1 iy1s t m bt m M c t . i
iG0
Xy1 ynq1 iy1s t m bt mM c t . i
iG0
Xy1 ynq1 iy1s t mbt mM c t . . i
iG0
s ty1mbtynq1 m ty1mc .  .
X ynqi y1s M b t m t mc .  . i
iG0
s M X b tynqiy1 mc . i /
iG0
s ty1mbtyn mc. .
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 . ym  yn .  ym yn.Proof of 2c . t m bt mc s t mbt mc. We have, by induction
on m,
ym yn ymq1 y1 ynt m bt mc s t m t m bt mc .  .
ym q1 y1 yns t m t mbt mc .
Xymq1 ynq1yis t m M b t mc . i
iG0
Xymq1 ynq1yis t m M b t mc . i
iG0
Xymq1 ynqiy1s t mM b t mc . i
iG0
ym q1 y1 yns t m t mbt mc .
s tymmbtyn mc. .
m  yn .  m yn.Case 3. Proof of t m bt mc s t mbt mc for m G 1, n G 1
 .  y1 .  y1 .  .Proof of 3a . tm bt mc s tmbt mc. We have, using 1a ,
tm bty1mc s tm bM X c t iy1 . .  i /
iG0
X iy1s tm bM c t . i
iG0
X iy1s tmb mM c t .  . i
iG0
y1 iq1 y1s tmb m t mc s M b t m t mc .  . .  . i
iG0
iq1 y1s M b t m t mc .  . i
iG0
i y1s M b t mc s tmbt mc. .  . i
iG0
 . m  y1 .  m y1.Proof of 3b . t m bt mc s t mbt mc. By induction on m, we have
m y1 my1 y1t m bt mc s t m tm bt mc .  .
my 1 y1s t m tmbt mc .
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my 1 is t m M b t mc . i /
iG0
my 1 is t m M b t mc . 4 . i
iG0
my 1 is t mM b t mc . 4 i
iG0
my 1 y1 m y1s t m tmbt mc s t mbt mc. .  .
 . m  yn .  m yn.Proof of 3c . t m bt mc s t mbt mc. By induction on n, we have
m yn m ynq1 y1t m bt mc s t m bt m t mc .  .
Xm ynq1 iy1s t m bt m M c t . i /
iG0
Xm ynq1 iy1s t m bt m M c t . . i
iG0
Xm ynq1 iy1s t m bt mM c t . i
iG0
s t mmbtynq1 mM X c t iy1 . . i
iG0
s t mmbtynq1 m ty1mc . .  .
If we write t mmbtynq1 s  d t iqmynq1, then the above sum is equaliG 0 i
to
d t iqmynq1 m ty1mc . i /
iG0
iqmynq1 y1s d t m t mc . i
iG0
s d t iqmyn mc i /
iG0
s t mmbtyn mc. .
This concludes the proof.
We note the following special case.
 2 3 .Let D be any derivation of the ring R, let D s id , D, D , D , . . . g T,R
ww xx  .and let m be the corresponding multiplication on R t . By 2.3 , m gD D
U  ww xx.  .  ..A R t . The unique extension m of m to a multiplication on R tid D DR
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 X X .corresponds to the following sequence id , M , M , . . . of endomor-R 1 2
X  . X Xphisms of R:  M M s 0 for G 1 gives M s yD, M s 0 foriq jsk i j 1 k
k G 2.
 ..Now let R be a skewfield. The associative operations on R t give rise
to skewfield structures:
( )   ...   .. .6.3 Let K be a skewfield. For e¨ery m g A* K t , K t , q, m is a
skewfield.
  ...  ..Proof. Let m g A* K t . First we note that each A g K t , A / 0,
 . mmay be written in a unique way in the form A s a 1 y B t , where
ww xx  . na g K, a / 0, m g Z, B g K t , and ord B G 1. We write B s BmBm
 . 2??? mB n factors for each n G 1; then the infinite sum 1 q B q B q
3 ww xxB q ??? is well-defined in K t and
1 q B q B2 q ??? m 1 y B s 1 y B m 1 q B q B2 q ??? s 1, .  .  .  .
2  .y1  .  ym so 1 q B q B q ??? s 1 y B inverse relative to m . Then t m 1 y
.y1 y1.  ym  .y1 y1.   . m.B ma m A s t m 1 y B ma m a 1 y B t s 1, and similarly
 ym  .y1 y1.   .. .Am t m 1 y B ma s 1. This shows that K t , q, m is a skew-
field.
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